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This is a great addition to my patterns! Many of you might know that straight cut tops/dress just don't 
flare:) Okay, there is a simplicity for making straight cut garments but what if you like to add some flare 
or A-line shape to your pattern?  

I made this quick tutorial with a specially designed A-line curve so you can use ANY template or even 
sizing charts for straight cut garments! I offer my peasant garment patterns with a sizing chart to cut out 
your fabric, it saves paper and ink because there are no full garment templates involved but now you 
can make those cute flared dresses!!  

First step would be to choose your straight cut sizing chart. Cut your fabric ONLY to the desired length 
and leave the width as is! In most cases fabric comes with a standard width of 42". Below is my fabric 
with that width. I cut it to length already: 

 

 

Print out the A-line curve without scaling, cut out the pieces and tape them together as indicated. 
Position the A-line curve onto your fabrics right side with the bottom curve aligning along the bottom 
fabric edge. The "shoe" of the curve should face to the left. Align the right outer point of the A-line curve 
with the right fabric edge. 
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This way is incorrect if the right bottom corner exceeds the fabric edge:  

 

For a more flared look position your curve as shown: 
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For a less flared look position your curve as shown:  

 

Double checking if the curve is NOT exceeding any of the fabric edges, trim now the bottom and the 
right sides off: 
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To mirror the left side of your fabric piece fold the right side over and measure the TOP edge to make 
sure you will achieve the measurements from the sizing chart f

Now place your first flared fabric panel onto your second fabric to make the reverse piece. Trim around 

it 

To mirror the left side of your fabric piece fold the right side over and measure the TOP edge to make 
sure you will achieve the measurements from the sizing chart for WIDTH according to your desired size.

Now place your first flared fabric panel onto your second fabric to make the reverse piece. Trim around 

To mirror the left side of your fabric piece fold the right side over and measure the TOP edge to make 
or WIDTH according to your desired size.

 

Now place your first flared fabric panel onto your second fabric to make the reverse piece. Trim around  
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You should now have your two A-lined garment pieces ready to be worked with according to your 
pattern! (only one piece showing!): 

 

This is my finished A-line peasant dress:

lined garment pieces ready to be worked with according to your 
 

 

line peasant dress: 

 

lined garment pieces ready to be worked with according to your 

 



For instant download ebooks please visit  http://whimsycouturepatternshop.blogspot.com/ 

Etsy shop: www.whimsycouture.etsy.com/  

Blog:  http://whimsycoutureboutique.blogspot.com/ 

For questions please email  whimsycouture@hotmail.com 

Thank you so much for using this pattern! 

Copyright  © Whimsy Couture, 2011 (do not copy or distribute without my consent) 
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